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Abstract 
Every mapping f of a normal space X into an arbitrary polyhedron, endowed with the 
CW-topology, can be approximated by an irreducible mapping g into some subpolyhedron. 
If f is already irreducible on a subset A of X, one can achieve that f and g coincide on A. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider simplicial complexes as collections of closed simplices. 
If M is a subcomplex of a complex K, we write M G K and we speak of a pair of 
complexes (K, M). A subcomplex M of a complex K is said to be full if it has the 
property that, whenever all the vertices of a simplex u E K belong to M, then also 
u EM. By a polyhedron we mean the geometric realization I K 1 of a simplicial 
complex K, endowed with the CW-topology. For a subcomplex M of K, we 
identify I M 1 with the carrier of M, i.e., the union of all simplices of K, which 
belong to M. A polyhedron Q G P is a subpolyhedron of P provided there exists a 
pair of complexes (K, M) such that P = 1 K I, Q = I M I. In this case we speak of a 
pair of polyhedra (P, Q). 
Definition 1.1. Let X be a topological space, K a simplicial complex and f : X + 
I K I a mapping into the geometric realization of K. A mapping g : X + I K I is 
called a K-modification of f provided, for any x E X and any simplex v E K, f(x) 
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E u implies g(x) E (T. If L is a subcomplex of K, a mapping g : X -+ I L I is called 
a K-modification of f provided its composition with the inclusion I L I + I K I is a 
K-modification of f. 
Notice that, whenever f, g, h : X -+ I K 1 are mappings such that h is a K-mod- 
ification of g and g is a K-modification of f, then h is a K-modification of f. 
Definition 1.2. A mapping f : X + I K I is called K-irreducible provided there is no 
K-modification g : X + I L I of f into some proper subcomplex L c K. Otherwise, 
f is K-reducible. For a polyhedron P, a mapping f : X--f P is called irreducible 
provided there exists a triangulation K of P such that f : X + P = 1 K / is K-irre- 
ducible. 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. Let (X, A) be a pair of spaces, where X is normal, let (P, Q) be a 
pair of polyhedra, let f : (X, A) -+ (P, Q) b e a mapping of pairs and let 2Y be an 
open covering of P. Zf the restriction f I A : A -+ Q is irreducible, then there exist a 
subpolyhedron R of P, Q _C R, and an irreducible mapping g : X + R such that f and 
g are %-near mappings and g I A = f I A. 
Corollary 1.4. Let X be a normal space, P a polyhedron, f : X + P a mapping and % 
an open covering of P. Then there exist a subpolyhedron R c P and an irreducible 
mapping g : X + R such that f and g are g-near mappings. 
The notion of an irreducible mapping was first introduced in 1937 by Freuden- 
thal [3]. It has been later considered by many authors including Dowker [21, Isbell 
[4], Rubin and Schapiro [lo], MardeSic and Rubin [5] and Rubin [9]. However, the 
above results, especially the relative version stated in Theorem 1.3, appear to be 
new. 
Using Corollary 1.4, Vlasta Matijevic has proved (in a forthcoming paper) that 
every normal space X with dim XG n admits an approximate resolution p = 
(p,>: x+x= CX,, ga, Paal, A) (in the sense of [7]) such that all X, are polyhedra 
with dim X, G n and all paaf : X,, + X,, pa : X + X, are irreducible mappings. This 
result generalizes [5, Theorem 11, where the analogous statement was proved for 
compact Hausdorff spaces X. Theorem 1.3 gives a positive answer to a question 
recently raised by Rubin (verbal communication). 
Theorem 1.3 will be an easy consequence of the following result. 
Theorem 1.5. Let f : (X, A) + ( I K 1, / A4 I > be a mapping of pairs, where X is a 
normal space, A is a subspace of X, K is a simplicial complex and M is a full 
subcomplex of K. Zf the restriction f I A : A + I A4 I is M-irreducible, then there exists 
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a subcomplex L of K, M c L, and there exists a K-modification g : X -+ I L I off, 
such that g is L-irreducible and g I A = f I A. 
Our proof of Theorem 1.5 uses some results of Dowker [2], who considered 
irreducible modifications of canonical mappings 4 : X + 1 N I,,, into nerves of 
locally finite coverings, endowed with the metric topology. Notice that mappings 
f : X -+ 1 K 1 into arbitrary complexes are more general than such canonical map- 
pings 4. Indeed, in the latter case, every point x EX has a neighborhood U(x) in 
X such that +(U(x)> is contained in a finite subcomplex of N. However, if a 
complex K is not locally finite at some vertex c’, the identity mapping I K I + I K I 
does not have this property. 
2. Preliminaries 
We first introduce some more notation. If T is a face (proper face) of a simplex 
(T E K, we write T Q u (7 < a). All faces of u E K form a subcomplex of K, which 
we also denote by u. Hence, I CT I = u. All proper faces of u form a subcomplex 
au, whose carrier is the boundary of cr and is also denoted by do. The interior of (T 
is denoted by 6 = a\au. We denote by st(u, K) the collection of all simplices in 
K which have u for a face. The same notation is also used for the union of the 
interiors of all simplices from st(u, K 1. In particular, if e is a vertex of K, then 
st(e, K) denotes the collection of all simplices, which have e for a vertex, and also 
denotes the neighborhood of e, called the open star of e. We denote by St(u, K) 
the subcomplex spanned by st(u, K). For each vertex e E K, we define its link 
Lk(e, K) as the subcomplex of St(e, K), which consists of simplices which do not 
contain e as a vertex. 
The following lemma can be used to give an alternate, but equivalent, definition 
of a K-irreducible mapping. 
Lemma 2.1. A mapping f : X -+ 1 K I of a topological space X is K-irreducible if and 
only if every K-modification g : X + 1 K I of f is surjectiue. In particular, euery 
K-irreducible mapping is surjectiue. 
Proof. Assume that f admits a K-modification g and a point c E I K I\g(X). Let 
u be the only simplex of K, for which c E 6. Denote by D the proper subcomplex 
of K, formed by all simplices, which do not have u for a face, and put C = 
St(u, K), S = C nD. Let p: 1 C l\(c) -+ I S I be the radial projection from c. The 
continuity of p follows from the fact that, for any open set V of I S I, the preimage 
p-‘(V) is a cone over V, with the vertex c deleted, and is therefore, an open set. 
The identity mapping on I D I extends p to a mapping 4 : I K I \{c} - I D I. Since 
q is a K-modification of the inclusion I K I \{c} + I K I, it follows that h = qg is a 
K-modification of f, whose image h(X) is contained in I D I. The converse 
implication is obvious. 0 
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Definition 2.2. A mapping f : X + I K I is said to be irreducible over a subcomplex 
M of K, provided the restriction f I f-‘( I M I): f-‘( I A4 1) + I M I is M-irreduci- 
ble. 
The usefulness of this notion is visible from the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let (MA, h E A) be a collection of subcomplexes of a complex K, such 
that the subsets I MA I cover I K I. If X is a topological space and f : X + I K I is a 
mapping, which is irreducible over every MA, then f is K-irreducible. In particular, if a 
mapping f : X -+ I K I is irreducible over every simplex u of K, then f is K-irreducible. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary K-modification g : X + I K I of f. Clearly, for each 
A l n, df-‘(IM, INC IM, I, and the restriction g I f- ‘( I MA I ) : f- ‘( I MA I > + 
I MA I can be viewed as an M,-modification of fA = f I f-l< I MA I 1: f- ‘( I MA I ) + 
I MA I. By assumption, fA is an MA-irreducible mapping and therefore, 
df-w4* I))= IM, I. s ince X is the union of all f-‘( I MA I), A E A, one con- 
cludes that g(X) is the union of all g(f-‘( I MA I)> = I MA I, A E A, which equals 
I K I; i.e., g : X + I K I is a surjection. This proves that f is indeed K-irreducible. 
0 
Lemma 2.4. Let f : X -+ u be a mapping of a normal space X into a simplex CT, 
dim u > 1. The mapping f is u-reducible if and only if it admits a mapping g : X + au 
such that 
g I f-‘(au) =f I f-‘(au). 
Every mapping g which satisfies (1) is a u-modification off. 
(1) 
Proof. If f : X -+ u is reducible, it admits a u-modification h : X + u, which maps 
X to a proper subcomplex of u, i.e., h : X + au. If x E f-‘(au), then there is a 
proper face r < u such that f(x) E T. Since h is a u-modification of f, it follows 
that also h(x) E T. Therefore, there exists a linear homotopy F : f-‘(au) X Z + au, 
which connects F, = f j f- ‘(au) to F, = h I f- ‘(au>. We now use the facts that 
h: X+ aa extends F, to all of X and au is a compact ANR. Therefore, the 
homotopy extension theorem [ill yields an extension H : X X I -+ au of F, which 
has the property that Ha : X--j au extends f I f-‘(au). Consequently, the mapping 
g = H, has all the desired properties. The converse implication is obvious. 0 
Remark 2.5. It is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.4 that irreducible mappings of 
normal spaces into simplices coincide with essential mappings, a notion well known 
from the literature (see, e.g., [l, Chapter 3, $51). A mapping f : X + u is essential 
provided every mapping g : X + u, which satisfies condition cl), must be surjec- 
tive. Otherwise, f is inessential. To see that the two notions are equivalent, it 
suffices to note that f is inessential if and only if it admits a mapping g : X + au, 
which satisfies condition (1) (see [l, Chapter 3, §5, Proposition 11). 
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Example 2.6. For any complex K, the identity mapping 1, K, : I K I + I K I is 
K-irreducible. Indeed, by Lemma 2.3 it suffices to see that the identity mapping 1, 
of a simplex (T to itself is a-irreducible or equivalently, it is essential. However, 
this is a well-known fact (see [l, Chapter 3, $5, Proposition 21. 
The following is another easy consequence of Lemma 2.4. 
Lemma 2.7. Let f : X -+ u be a u-irreducible mapping of a normal space X to an 
n-dimensional simplex (T. If r < (T is a proper face of (T, then the restriction 
f, = f I f-l(T): f-l(T) -+ T is T-irreducible. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion in the case dim 7 = n - 1. The assertion is 
obvious for n = 1. Therefore, we can assume that n z 2. Suppose that f, is 
reducible. Then, by Lemma 2.4, there exists a T-modification g : f-l(T) + 3~ c aa 
\ i, satisfying 
g I f-1(37) =f I f-l(a7). (2) 
We now extend g to a mapping h : f-‘(k) + aa\+, by putting 
hlf-l(+=g, (3) 
hl f-‘(au\+) =f I f-‘(au\+). (4) 
Since aa\? is homeomorphic to an (n - l)-ball, h can be further extended to a 
mapping h : X + au\+. This mapping is a a-modification of f, because h I f- ‘(au) 
is a au-modification of f. Moreover, h(X) c aa\7 and is a proper subcomplex 
of u. This contradicts the assumption that f is u-irreducible and proves the 
lemma. 0 
3. Dowker’s coverings of a complex 
This section reproduces, for complexes endowed with the CW-topology, some 
results, originally proved by Dowker, for the metric topology (see [2, $31). 
A complex K is called locally finite-dimensional provided, for each vertex e of 
K, St(e, K) is a finite-dimensional subcomplex of K. In such a complex every 
simplex is the face of a principal simplex, i.e., a simplex, which is not a proper face 
of any other simplex. 
Lemma 3.1. Let K be a complex and 9 the covering of I K I formed by all open 
stars st( e, K) of the vertices e of K. Then there exists a locally finite open refinement 
W of 9, whose nerve N is locally finite-dimensional. 
Proof. This lemma, for complexes I K I m endowed with the metric topology, is [2, 
Lemma 3.21. Since the identity mapping i : I K I + I K I m is continuous (see, e.g., 
[6, Appendix 1, $1, Corollary 5]), the lemma follows from Dowker’s result. 
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A second proof consists in adapting Dowker’s proof to complexes endowed with 
the CW-topology. The only places which require changes are those involving 
topology. It turns out that for the CW-topology the arguments are easier. There- 
fore, we outline this proof too, giving details only at places where the changes 
occur. 
For a simplex (T = [e,, . . . , e,] E K, a subcomplex L c K and integers r z 0, 
Dowker defines certain subsets of I K I. If A, denotes the barycentric coordinate 
belonging to the vertex e, the set G(a) consists of all points x E I K I, which satisfy 
the inequality 
1 
*,u(4 + *. * +A&) > 1 - - 2n+2' 
G(L) is the union of all sets G(a), where u EL. It is well known that the 
barycentric coordinates are continuous functions also in the CW-topology (see, 
e.g., [6, Appendix 1, $1, Corollary 21). Therefore, these sets are open. The 
definition of the set c(a) is obtained by replacing in (5) the sign > by the sign 
> Clearly, G(a) is a closed set. c(L) is defined as the union of all sets ??(a), 
where u EL. To see that also this set is closed, consider two simplices (+, T. From 
the defining inequalities, it readily follows that u n T = 77 implies ??((a) n T c ?%n), 
while u n T = fl implies ?%(a) n T = @. Consequently, c(L) n T equals the union of 
the sets c((rl) n 7, where 17 ranges over the set of those faces of T, which belong to 
L. Since this is a finite set and each c(q) n T is a closed set in 7, it follows that 
G(L) is indeed a closed set in I K I. In order to obtain sets G,(u), ??,(a), one 
multiplies the term 1/2”+2 in the defining inequalities by r + l/r + 2. As before, 
the sets G,(L), G,(L) are unions of the sets G,(u) and G,(u) respectively, for 
u E L. The sets G,(u) and G,(L) are open, while G,(u) and G,(L) are closed. 
For each vertex e E K one puts 
V(e) = st(e, K)\G(Lk(e, K)). (6) 
The collection 7 of all sets V(e), where e ranges over the vertices of K, is an 
open covering of I K I. It is locally finite because G(u) is a neighborhood of every 
point x E c, and it intersects only finitely many members of 7, because G(a) n 
V(e) # fi implies that e is a vertex of u. Next, one defines a countable open 
covering 3? = {H,, Hi,. . . ) of I K I of order Q 2, by 
H, = G,( K”) , H, = G,(K’), (7) 
Hn=Gn(K”)\Gn_2(K”-2), n&2, (8) 
where K” denotes the nth skeleton of K. This covering is locally finite because 
G,(K”) is a neighborhood of every point x E K”, and it intersects only finitely 
many members of 2. The desired covering W is defined as the intersection of the 
coverings 7 and 2. 0 
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Lemma 3.2. Let V be a normal covering of a topological space X. Then there exists a 
locally finite covering Z! of X, which refines 7 and has the property that its nerve N 
is locally finite-dimensional. 
Proof. Let K be the nerve of Y. Since “Y is normal (numerable), it admits a 
canonical mapping 4 : X + I K 1. Consider the covering 9 formed by the open 
stars of the vertices e of K. Then 4-‘(P) refines F. By Lemma 3.1, there is a 
locally finite covering %Y, which refines 9 and has the property that its nerve N is 
locally finite-dimensional. Then Z!= 4-1(W) is a locally finite refinement of 7 
and its nerve is locally finite-dimensional. 0 
Lemma 3.2 corresponds to [2, Lemma 3.31. 
4. The locally finite-dimensional case 
In this section we adapt to the relative case arguments used by Dowker in his 
proof of [2, Lemma 3.41. 
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a normal space, N a complex and P G N a full subcomplex such 
that, for every vertex u E N/P, the star St(Ll, N) is finite-dimensional. Let C$ : X + 
l N l be a mapping and let 2 be an open covering of X such that, with every H E &” 
is associated a finite subcomplex Fn c N, for which c$( H) c 1 P U Fn I. Then there is 
a subcomplex N’ of N, which contains P, and there is a mapping 4’ : X + I N’ I, 
which is an N-modification of 4, and is irreducible over every simplex of N’\P. 
Moreover, ~l~-‘(IPl)=~l~~‘(IPI). 
proof. We will construct, by induction on n, a decreasing sequence of complexes 
N=N,sN,z . . . . which all contain P, and a sequence of mappings 4, : X + 
IN,l, &=4, such that ~,I~-l(IPI)=~I~-l(IPI) and &+1:X+ IN,,, I is 
an N-modification of 4,. Moreover, if Q, denotes the set of all simplices 
(T E N\P, which are principal simplices of N, and have the property that 6, is 
reducible over (T, then we require that 
N n+r =K\Qn, (9) 
~,+,l~,‘(lN,+,l)=~,I~,‘(~N,+,l). (10) 
Assume that we have already defined N,, . . . , N, and &, . . . ,4, in agreement 
with the above requirements. We define N,, 1 by (9) and note that P G N,,, ,. We 
define 4n+l on ~$;‘(l N,,,, I> by (10) and note that 4n+l I C’(I PI> = 
~,I~-‘(IP()=~I~-‘(IPI). If UEQ,, we apply Lemma 2.4 to 4,1+;‘(a) and 
obtain a mapping 4, + 1 : ~;$TI + &T such that &+, I 4; %b) = 4, I 4; ‘(au). In 
this way we obtain a well-defined function +,+ 1 : X + I N,, , I. Note that 
4,+, I @‘(a) is a a-modification of 4, I~-‘(cT>, for u E Q,. 
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In order to prove the continuity of 4,+ ,, first note that P L N,, I and (10) imply 
that 4,+I14~‘(IPI)=4,14~L(IPI) . IS continuous. Next notice that, for any 
simplex r E N,, 4, + I I 4i1(7) is also continuous. Indeed, if all the vertices of r 
belong to P, then also r E P, because P is full, and the assertion is already proved. 
Otherwise, T has a vertex u ~5 P and therefore, belongs to St(u, NJ L St(u, N). 
Since the latter complex is finite-dimensional, one concludes that r is a face of a 
principal simplex UEN,. If (T@Q,, then a~lN,,+,I and 4n+I14,1(a)= 
4,14;‘(a) is continuous. If u E Q,, then 4n+l I4;‘((+) is a continuous mapping, 
by the construction. Hence, in both cases 4,+ 1 I4;‘(7) is continuous. To prove 
that 4, + 1 is continuous, it suffices to show that 4n+l I H is continuous, for each 
H E A?‘. Since 4(H) c I P u FH ) and 4, : X + N,, is an N-modification of 4, it 
follows that 4,(H) c I P u FH I n I N, I = I P u (FH n NJ I. Since FH is a finite 
subcomplex, I FH n N, I is the union of a finite collection of simplices, say pi, . . ..7k. 
Therefore, H~~~‘(~PI)u~~‘(~T~I)u *.- u~;‘(IT~I). However, we have al- 
ready seen that 4, + , is continuous on each of these closed sets. 
We now put N’= fJ{N, : n E N} and 4’ = lim,,,4,, and we claim that this 
limit exists and is a continuous function 4’ : X --+ 1 N’ I. In order to see this, for 
H E 2, consider the decreasing sequence FH 1 FH n Nl 2 . . . . Since FH is a finite 
complex, there is an m such that FH n N, = FHn N, for all n am. Note that 
FHnK.1 = FH n N, implies FH n N,, L N, + r. Since also P c N,, ,, (10) yields 
4,+~I4~1(IPI~IF,nN,~)=4,I4~‘(IP~uIF,~N,I~.However,wehaveal- 
ready seen that H c 4; ‘( l P I u I FH n N,, I). Consequently, 4, + , I H = 4, I H, for 
all n 2 m, which shows that 4’ ( H = 4, I H is well defined and continuous. Since 
4 ,,+i is an N,-modification of 4,, it readily follows that 4’ is an N,-modification 
of 4,, for every n. In particular, 4’ is an N-modification of 4. It is also clear that 
4’I4-‘(IPI)=4I4-‘(IPI). 
Now assume that 4’ is reducible over some k-simplex u EN’, which does not 
belong to P and therefore must contain a vertex u E P. Since, for every n, 4’ is an 
NE-modification of 4,, it follows that every 4, is reducible over u. Applying 
Lemma 2.7, we conclude that 4, is also reducibIe over every simplex of N,, which 
contains u as a face. Recall that all these simplices belong to the set st(u, N) G 
st(u, N), which is finite-dimensional. Assume that dim st(u, N) = m. Then all 
m-simplices in st(u, N) are principal simplices of N and 4 = 40 is reducible over 
any of these simplices. It follows that these simplices belong to Q, and thus, do not 
belong to N,. Consequently, dim st(u, N,) = m - 1. Repeating the argument with 
4 l,...,4m-k-,, we conclude that dim st(u, Nm_k) = k, which shows that u is a 
principal simplex of N, _k. However, 4,,_k_ 1 too is reducible over u, and 
therefore, u E N,,_k+l, which contradicts the assumption that u EN’. 0 
5. Modifying maps through locally finite-dimensional nerves 
In this section we attempt to reduce the case of general complexes to the case of 
locally finite-dimensional complexes. 
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Lemma 5.1. Let X be a normal space, M a full subcomplex of K and f : (X, A) + 
( 1 K 1, I M I) a mapping of pairs such that f I A : A -+ I M I is M-irreducible. Then 
there exist a locally finite open covering 77 of X with nerve N, a full subcomplex 
P c N and a simplicial mapping $ : N + K, which have the following properties: (i) 
For every vertex V E 7 of N/P, the star st(V, N) has finite dimension, (ii> 
$(P)cM, (iii) $IP:P-+M . 1s an isomorphism of complexes, (iv) any canonical 
mapping C#I : X + I N 1, belonging to 7, has the following properties: (a) the composi- 
tiong=@4:X+IK( isaK-modificationoff,(b)~(A)~IPl,(c)~IA:A+IPI 
is P-irreducible, (d) there exist an open covering 2” of X and, for each H E Z’, a 
finite subcomplex Fn of N, such that 4( H > c I Fn I. 
Proof. Let 9 denote the open covering of I K I formed by the open stars st(e, K) 
of all the vertices e of K. Since I K I is paracompact, every open covering of I K I, 
in particular 9, is a normal covering. Therefore, f-‘(9) is a normal covering of 
X. By Lemma 3.2, there exists a locally finite open covering Z! of X, which is a 
star-refinement of f-‘(Y) and has the property that its nerve N(g) is locally 
finite-dimensional. Associate with every vertex U E ZY a vertex X(U) E K” such 
that 
st(U, ‘%) = U{U’~~lU’n7#f} cf-‘(st(X(U), K)). (11) 
Such a vertex exists because % is a star-refinement of f-‘(9). Since f I A : A + 
I M I is M-irreducible, it is a sutjection. Hence, for every vertex e EM there exists 
a point x EX such that f(x) = e. Choose a member U of %1(, which contains x. By 
(ll), we must have e = f(x) E f(U) Gf(st(U, 2Y)) G st(,y(U), K). It follows that 
X(U) = e, because the only vertex contained in an open star is its center. This 
shows that the set {U E a/ I X(U) = e} f @. For every vertex e E M we now define 
an open set V, cX, by putting V, = UIU E % I x(U) = e). Then we put z/= ‘Y” U 
Y”, where 7’ = (V, I e E MO}, ‘7” = (U E Z! I x(U) PM}. Clearly, Y is also an 
open covering of X. Moreover, Y is a locally finite covering. Indeed, for every 
point x E X, there is an open neighborhood G of x and there is a finite collection 
KJ,,..., U,,) of members of % such that U E 2Y and G n U # 6 imply U E 
W,,..., U,}. Now, if G n V # @ and V E ‘T”, then V = U for some U E 2Y and 
therefore, V E (U,, . . . , U,). If VE ‘T’, then V= V, for some e E MO. By the 
definition of V,, there is a U E 22 with X(U) = e, such that G n U # 6. Conse- 
quently, U E {U,, . . . , U,) and thus, V E (Vxcu,,, . . . , VzCv,,). 
Let N denote the nerve of ‘57 and let P be the subcomplex of N, spanned by 
the vertices which belong to P’, i.e., a simplex 7 EN belongs to P if all of its 
vertices belong to 7’. Notice that P is a full subcomplex of N. In order to verify 
condition (i), it suffices to show that, for every vertex V from N \ P, the star 
St(V,N) has dimension dim(St(V, N 1) < dim(St(V, N(Z))). A simplex T E N, hav- 
ingVforavertex,isoftheform~=[I/O ,..., Vk,Vk+ ,,..., V,,V],whereV, ,..., V, 
ET’“’ and Vk+l,..., Vt, V E 7” G Y. By the definition of nerve, there is a point 
xEVOn ... nVknvk+,n ... nV,nV. Hence, there are also members 
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. , Uk E % such that x E U, n ... n U, n v,,, n a-. n V, n v and 
:;,::.,Q, v k+l,. . . , VI, V] is an (I + l)-simplex of the nerve N(g) of Z, which 
belongs to the star St(V, N(g)). Consequently, dim T = 1 + 1 G dim(St(V, N(g))). 
Let (Y : SY + “u^ be the function which maps every II E % with X(U) = e E Mot0 
V, E Y’ and every U E ZY with x(U) 4 M” to U E F”. The function X : $fY+ K” 
induces a function # : “Y-, K”, determined by $a =X. We claim that $ induces a 
simplicial mapping (I, : N--f K. First notice that for every V E 7 one has 
st(V7 g’> Cf-+t($(V), K)). (12) 
Indeed, if V = V, E ST/‘, and a U’ E 2Y meets V, then it also meets some U E 22, 
contained in V,. Therefore, x(U) = e = $(V) and (11) implies f(U’) Q(st(U, 2Y/)> 
G st(x(U), K) = st(+(V), K). If VE T”, then VE CY and #(VI =x(V). There- 
fore, again Vn U’ # fl implies f(U’) cf(st(V, FY(>) c st(x(V), K) = st($(V), K). 
Now let vertices Vo,. . . , V, E SF-’ span a simplex of N. Then there exists a point 
x~v,n .. + n V, c st<V,, -2Y) n . . . n st(V,, 20 However, (12) implies f(x) E 
stQ4vo), K) n . . . n st($(V,), K), which shows that [$(V,), . . . , $(V,)] is indeed a 
simplex of K. 
We have already seen that $ : N--f K is a simplicial mapping. Moreover, since 
$(V,> = e for e E MO, the vertices of P are mapped into vertices of M. Therefore, 
if 7 is a simplex of P, then $(T) is a simplex of K whose vertices belong to M. 
However, M is full, and therefore, Jo EM. We have thus obtained property (ii>. 
Also note that for different V,, V,, of P one must have e #e’. Since t+b(V,> = e, 
I,!J( V,,) = e’, it follows that IJ I P : P + A4 is an injection. To prove (iii) we still need 
to show that 4 is also a surjection, which we postpone for a while. 
We will now prove (iv), (a> and (b) ($ also denotes the piecewise linear mapping 
$ : I N I + I K I induced by th e simplicial mapping 9 : N --) K). For any x E X 
choose o=[e,,... , e,] E K so that f(x) E 6. Notice that {e,, . . . , e,) is the set of 
all vertices e of K for which f(x) E st(e, K). Choose r = [V,, . . . , V,] EN so that 
4(x) E i and notice that 
4(x) Est(Vo, N) n -se nst(V,, N). (13) 
Recall that 
+-‘(st( I’, N)) L V, VE Y-. 
Therefore, 
x~V~/,n ... nV,cst(V,, %) n ... nst(V,, %). 
Using (12), we conclude that 
(14) 
(15) 
f(x) Est(ti(VO), K)n ... nst(4(V,), K), (16) 
which implies that {t,?(V,), . . . , $(V,)} c {e,, . . . , e,). Consequently, the simplex 
Ic1(T) = r$(v,>, . . . , lw,)l must be a face of u = [e,,. . . , e,], +F~(T) < (T. Finally, 
4(x) E 7 implies g(x) = ti+(x) E $(7) c (+, which shows that g is indeed a K- 
modification of f. 
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In the special case when x EA, we have f(x) Ed c I A4 I and therefore, 
u EM. Since $(T) G u, the vertices $(V,>, . . . , t,NV,) of +(T) belong to M, which 
implies that the vertices V,, . . . , V, of 7 belong to P. Since P is full, we conclude 
that TEP and thus, &)ET~ IPI. Hence, 4(&c IPI. 
Let us now prove (iv), (cl, i.e., that 4 I A : A + I P I is P-irreducible. Since 
g=++:x+ (KI is a K-modification of f and &4) c I P I, I,N I P I) c I A4 I, it 
followsthat glA=(IC,llPlX~IA):A-+ IMI is an M-modification of the M-irre- 
ducible mapping f I A : A + I M I. Taking into account that I) I P : P + M is an 
injection, one concludes that 4 I A must be P-irreducible. Otherwise, one could 
find a P-modification +’ : A + I P I of 4 I A such that +‘(A) is a proper subset of 
I P 1, and then g’ = I&#+ : A -+ I M I would be an M-modification of f I A mapping 
A into a proper subset of I M 1, which contradicts the assumption that f I A is 
M-irreducible. 
We can now complete the proof of (iii). First note that canonical mappings 4 
for 7 do exist, because X is normal and 7 is locally finite. Since g I A = 
(rLIIPIX4IN:A + I M l is an M-modification of f I A : A + I M I, it must be 
surjective. However, this implies that also I,!J II P I: I P I + I M I is surjective. 
We will now prove (iv), (d). Since Y is a locally finite covering of X, there exists 
an open covering 3’ of X such that each H E 2 meets only members of a finite 
subset 7, c 7. For HE 2 let Fn be the subcomplex of N spanned by all the 
vertices which belong to V,. Clearly, Fn is a finite subcomplex of N. Now assume 
that XEHEZ and ~(x>E?, where TEN. Then 7=[V0,...,Vn], where 
V,,..., V, E Y. Consequently, x E $-‘MI/,, N)) fl * * * n 4-‘(st(Vn, N)) c V, 
l-l . . . 17 V,, which shows that the sets V,, . . . , V, meet H, and therefore, belong to 
YH. Consequently, T E Fn and 4(x> E I Fn I. 
In the special case, when M = fl and thus also A = @, all our arguments remain 
valid and simplify considerably. Note that in that case also P = $$. 0 
6. Rectifying the modification on a subset 
Lemma 5.1 gave a K-modification g of f. However, g I A can differ from f I A. 
The purpose of this section is to replace g by another K-modification g * of f, 
which coincides with f on A. 
Lemma 6.1. Let X be a normal space, A4 a full subcomplex of K and f : (X, A) + 
( I K I, I A4 I ) a mapping of pairs such that f I A : A -+ I M I is M-irreducible. Let Y 
be a locally finite open covering of X with nerve N, P a full subcomplex of N and 
(I : N -+ K a simplicial mapping such that conditions (i)-(k) from Lemma 5.1 are 
satisfied. Then there exists a mapping C$ * : X + I N I, which has the following 
properties: (a’) g * = &#I * : X + I K I is a K-modification of f, (b’) C$ *(A) c I P 1, 
(c’) I$ * is irreducible over P, (d’) there exist an open covering &” of X and for each 
HEZ’afinitesubcomplexF,, ofN,suchthat ~*(H)~IPuF,I,(e’)g”lA= 
flA. 
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Proof. If M = fl, then also A = fl and P = fl, so that conditions (b’), cc’) and (e’) 
are empty and conditions (a’) and (d’) coincide with conditions (a) and (d) for any 
canonical mapping 4 : X + I N I. We will therefore, assume that M # @, which 
implies A Zl, P#@. 
Let 4 : X + I N I be an arbitrary canonical mapping for the covering V. We will 
alter 4 to obtain the desired mapping 4*. Consider the open stars S(P) = 
st( I P I, N) = lJ{st(V, N) I I/E PO) and S(M) = st( I M I, K) = U{st(e, K) I e E 
MO}. With every point x E 4-‘(S(P)), seven simplices T EN, q, w E P, u, SE K, 
6, E E A4 are associated in a unique way. They are defined as follows: 4(x) E B and 
f(x) f G determine r and u respectively. Since 4(x> E S(P), at least one vertex of 
T belongs to P. Let 17 G r be the face of r spanned by all such vertices. 77 E P, 
because P is full in N. Note that n = T fl P. Let 6 = I)(T) EM, l = $(T) E K. Note 
that n <T implies 6 < 5. From d(x) E i, it follows g(x) = I,@(X) E i However, 
g = $4 is a K-modification of f and f(x) E G. Therefore, g(x) lies in the interior 
of some face of U. Consequently, that face must be f, i.e., t < (T, and thus also 
6 G u. Let E be the face of (+ spanned by all vertices of P, which belong to M. 
Clearly, 6 G E. Since Ii4 is full in K, it follows that E EM and E = u fl M. Finally, 
let o = (4 I P)-~(E) E P. Note that 77 = ($ I Pjpl(S) and thus n =GW. Also note 
that 6 G u and 6 EM imply f(x) E B G st(6, K) G S(M), which yields 
f(P(S(P))) rS(M). (17) 
Since M is a full subcomplex of K, there exists a retraction r : S(M) -+ I A4 I, 
given in terms of barycentric coordinates by 
40(Y)) =4(y)/ c &(Y)J (18) 
t?EMO 
where y E S(M) (see [6, Appendix 1, $1, Theorem 12 and Remark 31). We now 
define a mapping 4 : c#-~(S(P)) --j I P I, by putting 
4’(x) = ($11 PI)-?f(x). (19) 
Since P is also a full subcomplex, there exists a retraction s : S(P) -+ I P I, given 
by the formula 
A&(z)) =Mz)/ c AV(Z), (20) 
VEPO 
where z E S(P). We also define a mapping $’ : 4-‘@(P)) + I P I, by putting 
V(x) =s4(x). (21) 
Our next goal is to show that there exists a homotopy H * : c#J-~(S(P)) XI + I P I, 
which connects 4’ to 4 and is such that, for f(x) E 8, one has $H *(x X I) CU. It 
follows from (18) that rf(x) E E and thus 4’(x) = (I,/J II P I)-‘rf(x> EW. Since 
4(x) E % and n = P n 7, it follows from (20) that #‘(x) = s+(x) E 7. However, 
77 GO. Consequently, both points q(x), @‘(x1 belong to w, which shows that the 
mappings (6’, (6” : cf -'(S(P)) -+ I P j are contiguous. The mappings 4” and # are 
also contiguous. Indeed, by (201, d(x) E i implies &‘(x) = s+(x) E n G T. 
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The contiguous mappings 4, #’ are connected by a linear homotopy 
L : (fYS(P)) x I -+ I P I which, obviously, has the property that #(xl, V(x) E w 
implies L(nc x I) c w. Unfortunately, this homotopy which is continuous in the 
metric topology, is not in general continuous in the CW-topology. Therefore, we 
proceed as follows. Let I P I m denote the complex P endowed with the metric 
topology and let i : I P I -+ I P I m be the identity mapping, which is known to be 
continuous (see, e.g., [6, Appendix 1, 01, Corollary 51). Then iL : @‘(S(P)) X Z + 
IPI, is also continuous (see, e.g., [6, Appendix 1, Ql, Theorem 81). It is well 
known that i has a homotopy inverse j: I P I m + I P I. More precisely, there is a 
homotopy H : I P I x I -+ I P I, which connects the identity mapping 1, ,, to the 
mapping ji and has the property that, whenever y E I P I belongs to a simplex 
w E P, then also H(y x I) c w (see, e.g., [6, Appendix 1, Ql, Corollary 61). Clearly, 
jiL : 4 - '(S(P)) x Z ---f 1 P I is a homotopy, which connects ji@ to ji#’ and jiL(x X 
Z) cji(o) cw. Moreover, H($ X 1,): 4-‘(S(P)) X Z + I PI is a homotopy which 
connects $’ with ji+’ and has the property that H(+‘(x) X Z) cw, because 
4’(x) E w. The homotopy H(#’ X 1,) has an analogous property. Therefore, the 
juxtaposition of these three homotopies yields a homotopy H’ : c#-‘(S(P)) X Z + 
1 P I, which connects $J’ to $J” and has the property that H’(x x I) c w c I P I and 
thus, t,bH’(x x I) c E G u. 
The same argument as the one used above shows the existence of a homotopy 
H”:+-‘(S(P))xZ+ INI, which connects @’ and 4 and has the property that 
H”(x X Z) c T and therefore, $H”(x X I) c 5 CU. Note that, by (iv), x EA implies 
4(x> E I P I and therefore, 4(x) E + implies r E P. Consequently, H”(x x I) c I P I. 
The juxtaposition of the homotopies H’ and H” yields a homotopy 
H* :c#-~(S(P))XZ-+ INI, h’ h w rc connects the mappings +’ to 4 and has the 
property that, whenever f(x) E 6 for some x E +-l(S(P)), then H *(x x Z) c (T, 
as desired. Moreover, if x EA, then H *(x x Z) c I P I. 
Since I P I is a closed set and S(P) is an open neighborhood of I P I, there exists 
an open set G such that P c G c ?? c SC P). Let y : X + Z = [O, 11 be a mapping 
such that 
y I@‘(P) = 0, y I X\4-‘(G) = 1. 
We define 4* :X+ INI by 
(22) 
4*(x) = 
i 
H*(x, Y(X)), X+-~(G), 
4(x), 
x EX\$-l(G). 
(23) 
If both formulas apply to a given x EX, then x E 4-‘(G) and therefore, (22) 
yields y(x) = 1. Consequently, H *(x, y(x)) = H *(x, 1) = 4(x), which shows that 
the first formula yields the same value as the second one, hence, 4 *(x) : X + I N I 
is a well-defined mapping. Since x EA implies 4(x) E I P I and H *(x x Z) c I P I, 
one concludes that 4 *(A) c I P I, which is condition (b’). 
We claim that g * = $4 * has property (a’), i.e., is a K-modification of f. 
Indeed, for a given x EX let f(x) E 8. If x E $-l(G), then, by (23) and by the 
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property of H *, one has $4 *(x) = I)H *(x, y(x)) E o. If x P 4-‘(G), then 
$4 *(x) = @#4x) = g(x) and thus again I,@ *(x> E U. 
Now assume that x EA and therefore, x E 4-‘( 1 P I). Then, by (22), y(x) = 0 
and thus, 4 *(x) = H *(x, y(x)) = H *(x, 0) = #(x) = (I) II P I )-‘r-f(x). Conse- 
quently, +4*(x> =rf(x> =f(x>, because f(x) E I M I and r : S(M) + I MI is a 
retraction. We have thus proved condition (e’), i.e., g * I A =f I A. By assumption, 
I)+* IA:A+ [MI is M-irreducible. Therefore, also 1)4* I4-‘(IPI):@‘(IPI) 
-+ I M I is M-irreducible. Since $ I P : P + M is an isomorphism, it follows that 
~*I~-‘~IPI~:~-‘~I~I~~ IPI must be P-irreducible, i.e., 4 * is irreducible over 
P, which is condition cc’). 
We will now prove cd’) by showing that the covering A? and the complexes Fn, 
H ~2, given in (iv)(d) of Lemma 5.1, have the required property. Indeed, if 
x E H, T E N and &4x) E i, then by (23), we distinguish two cases. In the first case 
c$*(x)=#~x)Ec#I(H)c IFnl. In the second case ~$*(x)=H*(x, y(x))~H*(x 
X I). However, H *(x X Z) = H’(x X I) U H”(x XI>. By construction, H’(x XI) c 
I PI and H”(x x I) c T. Since 4(x) E I Fu I and 4(x> E i, it follows that r E Fn 
andthus, H”(xxl)~lF,I.Hence,~*(x)~IPuF~I. q 
7. Proof of Theorem 1.5 
To prove Theorem 1.5 we need one more lemma. 
Lemma 7.1. Let (X, A) be a pair of spaces, let (N, PI, (K, MI be pairs of 
complexesandlet 4:(X, A)-,(INI, IPl)b e a mapping and I) :(N, P> + (K, M) 
a simplicial mapping such that Cc, I P : P -+ M is an isomorphism. Let N’ be a 
subcomplex of N, which contains P, and let L = q!r(N’). Furthermore, let 4’ : X + 
I N’ I be an N-modification of C$ such that 4’ is irreducible over every simplex 
r E N’\P and over P. Then g’ = (I) II N’ I)+’ : X+ I L I is a K-modification of 
g = $4 and g’ is L-irreducible. 
Proof. For x E X choose simplices u E K, 7 E N so that g(x) = I/+(X) E 6’ and 
4(x> E ?. Then 1)4(x) is an interior point of $(r), and therefore, I)(T) = u. Since 
+’ : X + I N’ I is an N-modification of 4, it follows that $‘(x) E T and thus, 
g’(x) = $#(x> E lj1(7) = u, which shows that g’ is a K-modification of g. 
In order to prove that g’ is L-irreducible, by Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that 
g’ is irreducible over A4 and over each simplex u E L \M. By our assumptions, the 
mapping #IV-YIPI) is P-irreducible, and since I) I P : P + M is an isomor- 
phism, it follows that (I) II N’ I $0 I +‘-l( I P I>: c$-‘( I P I) -+ I M I is M-irreducible. 
However, &-l( I P I) cg’-‘( I M I) implies that g’ = (# II N’ I)+’ is irreducible over 
M. Now consider any simplex u E L \M. Since I,!J :N’ + L is a surjection, there 
exists a simplex r EN’ such that +(r) = u. There is no loss of generality in 
assuming that dim r = dim u and therefore, $ I T: 7 + u is an isomorphism. 
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Clearly, r E N’\P and, by assumption, +’ is irreducible over T. Therefore, also 
(I) I TX& I c)J’-?T)): c#lM1(7) -+ u is irreducible. Since #-i(r) cg’-‘(a), it follows 
that g’ is indeed irreducible over u. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let X be a normal space, A a subspace, K a complex and 
A4 a full subcomplex and let f : (X, A) -+ ( I K 1, I A4 I) be a mapping of pairs such 
that f I A : A -+ I M I is M-irreducible. By Lemma 5.1, there exist a locally finite 
open covering V of X with nerve N, a full subcomplex P G N and a simplicial 
mapping Cc, : N + K, which have properties (i)-(k). Therefore, Lemma 6.1 applies 
and yields a mapping 4 : X + I N I (there called 4 * ) with properties (a’)-(e’). In 
particular, (by (a’)) I)$ : X + I K I is a K-modification of f, (by (b’)) 4(A) c I P I, 
(by (c’)) 4 is irreducible over P, and (by (e’>) $4 I A =f I A. Moreover, (by (d’)) 
there exist an open covering Z of X and for each HE 3 a finite subcomplex Fn 
of N, such that 4(H) c I P U Fn I. We now apply Lemma 4.1 to X, N, P, 4 and 
A?’ and conclude that there exist a subcomplex N’ of N, which contains P, and a 
mapping 4’ : X + 1 N’ I, which is an N-modification of 4 and is irreducible over 
every simplex of N’\P. Moreover, # I c$-‘( I P I) = C#I I4-‘( I P I) so that, by (~‘1, 4 
is also irreducible over P, because &‘( I P I) c $‘-l( I P I). Put L = $(N’) c K. 
Then, by Lemma 7.1, g’ = ($ II N’ I )$ : X + I L I is a K-modification of g = $4 
and thus, also a K-modification of f. Moreover, g’ : X + I L I is L-irreducible. 
Finally, by (b), A c 4-‘( I P I) and therefore, 4’ I A = C$ I A. Consequently, by (e’), 
g’ I A = (rL II N’ I>@ I A = $4 I A =f I A, which completes the proof of the theo- 
rem. q 
If M = @, Theorem 1.5 assumes this simple form. 
Corollary 7.2. Let X be a normal space and f : X -+ ( K I a mapping into the 
geometric realization of a simplicial complex K. Then there exist a subcomplex L c K 
and a K-modification g : X + I L I off, which is L-irreducible. 
8. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
We first establish an elementary lemma which will enable us to derive Theorem 
1.3 from Theorem 1.5. 
Lemma 8.1. Let f : (X, A) -+ (P, Q> b e a mapping of a pair of spaces into a pair of 
polyhedra and let f I A : A + Q b e an irreducible mapping. Then there exists a pair of 
complexes (K, M) such that (P, Q)=(IKI, IMI), Misfullin KandflA:A+ 
1 M I is M-irreducible. Moreover, if SY is an open covering of I K I, one can achieve 
that the covering formed by all the simplices of K refines Z. 
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Proof. Since (P, Q) is a pair of polyhedra, there exists a pair of complexes (K, Ml 
such that P = 1 K I and Q = I M I. Therefore, a mapping f of a pair of spaces 
(X, A) into a pair of polyhedra (P, Q> can be viewed as a mapping f :(X, A) + 
( I K 1, ( M I). It is well known that K admits a subdivision K’ such that the 
collection of all simplices of K’ refines Z! (see e.g., [6, Appendix 1, Theorem 41 or 
[S, Theorem 16.41). Let M’ be the corresponding subdivision of M. Then 
( ( K 1, I M I) = ( I K’ I, I M’ I >. Therefore, we can assume that already the simplices 
of K refine %. 
Since f I A : A + I A4 I is irreducible, there exists a triangulation M’ of M such 
that f I A : A --, I M’ I = I M I is M’-irreducible. Let M” be a common subdivision 
of M and M’. To obtain such an M” one considers all the intersections of pairs of 
simplices, one from M and one from M’. This yields a cellular decomposition of 
I M I. Now one can choose in each of the cells c an interior point c^ and construct, 
by induction on the dimension, a simplicial subdivision of the cellular complex. 
One subdivides c as the cone, whose vertex is c^ and the basis is the already 
subdivided boundary of c. Note that f : A --) I M” 1 = I M I is also M”-irreducible. 
If this were not the case, one could find an M-modification f” : X -+ I M” ( of 
f : X + I M” I such that f”(X) is a proper subset of I M” I = I M I. Clearly, f” 
would also be an M’-modification of f : X + I M’ ( and one should have f”(X) = 
I M’ I = I M I, which is a contradiction. 
We can now find a subdivision K” of K such that M” is a subcomplex of K”. 
We construct, by induction on n, the subdivision of K” as follows. The vertices of 
Ktro are the vertices of M” together with the vertices of K, which do not belong to 
M. If we have already subdivided K”-‘, we proceed by subdividing the n-simplices 
u of K. If (T EM, we subdivide it as in M”. If (+ E K\M, we notice that on aa we 
have already defined a subdivision aa”. We then take the barycenter & of u and 
subdivide (T as the cone over aa with vertex 6. All this proves that one can assume 
from the beginning that (P, Q> = ( 1 K 1, I M I), where M c K, the simplices of K 
refine Y and f I A: A --) I M I is M-irreducible. To achieve that M is a full 
subcomplex of K, it suffices to take the generalized batycentric subdivision of K, 
which uses only barycenters of simplices from K\M, leaving M unchanged. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let f : (X, A) -+ (P, Q> be a mapping of a pair of spaces 
into a pair of polyhedra such that f I A : A -+ Q is irreducible. Let X be normal 
and let 22 be an open covering of P. By Lemma 8.1, we can assume that 
(P, Q>=(lKI, MI), h w ere (K, M) is a pair of complexes, M is a full subcom- 
plex of K and f I A: A -P ( M ) is M-irreducible. Moreover, the simplices of K 
refine 2?/. Then Theorem 1.5 applies and it yields a subcomplex L of K and an 
L-irreducible K-modification g : X + (LI suchthat gIA=flA.Then R= ILI is 
a subpolyhedron of P and g : X + R is irreducible. Moreover, if a simplex u E K 
contains f(x) for some point x EX, then u also contains g(x). However, u is 
contained in some member U of +V. Hence, f(x), g(x) E U, which proves that f 
and g are %-near mappings. q 
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